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Precision Registration and Mosaicking
of Multicamera Images

David J. Holtkamp and A. Ardeshir Goshtasby

Abstract—A method for registering and mosaicking multicam-
era images is described. Registration is achieved using control
points and projective transformation, paying special attention to
factors that contribute to the precision registration of images.
Among the corresponding control points found in overlapping
images, those that best satisfy the projective constraint are used
to register the images. Experimental results show that a small
number of correspondences that satisfy the projective constraint
produce a more accurate registration than a large number of
correspondences in least squares fashion. To achieve seamless
mosaics, the intensities of all images captured by the cameras are
transformed to the intensities of one of the images to minimize
the intensity difference between the registered images. Mosaicking
results on 4096 image sets acquired by a six-camera system are
presented and discussed.

Index Terms—Aerial image, image mosaicking, image registra-
tion, multicamera images, projective constraint.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMAGE registration is the process of spatially aligning two or
more images of a scene. This basic operation is often needed

in remote sensing applications that involve two or more images
of an area. Image registration accuracy profoundly affects the
accuracy of applications that use it. Townshend et al. [44] and
Bovolo et al. [5] have shown the influence of image registration
accuracy on change detection accuracy, while Núñez et al. [31]
and Aanæs et al. [1] have demonstrated the significance of
image registration accuracy on image fusion accuracy.

Image mosaicking is the process of smoothly piecing to-
gether overlapping images of a scene into a larger image. This
operation is needed to increase the area of coverage of an
image without sacrificing its resolution. Due to the limited size
of digital images, it is sometimes not possible to include an
area of interest in an image. In such a situation, overlapping
images are obtained, and the images are combined into a larger
image through image mosaicking. An image mosaic is created
from a set of overlapping images by registering and resampling
all images to the coordinate space of one of the images. One
of the oldest applications of image mosaicking is in map
building [41].

An image mosaicking system has to take into consideration
the relation between the cameras, distances of the cameras
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to the scene, the scene content, and the characteristics of
the cameras. When the cameras are positioned close to each
other in a camera rig and the distance of the camera rig to
the scene is much larger than the changes in scene elevation,
local geometric differences between overlapping images will
be negligible, although global geometric differences may still
exist between them. Images captured by a camera rig mounted
on a high-flying aircraft represent such an example. If the
changes in scene elevation are not negligible compared to the
distance of the camera rig to the scene, overlapping images
may have local geometric differences, and a transformation
model that can represent local geometric differences between
overlapping images is needed to register the images. Images of
an indoor scene captured by an array of cameras represent such
an example.

In the following sections, related work in image registration
and image mosaicking is reviewed, details of an automatic
mosaicking system are provided, and experimental results using
4096 image sets captured by a six-camera system are presented
and discussed.

II. BACKGROUND

Image registration is one of the most studied problems in
image processing, image analysis, remote sensing, and med-
ical imaging. Early methods registered images that had only
translational differences. Anuta [2] used a fast Fourier trans-
form algorithm as a means to carry out image correlation
efficiently and register images with translational differences.
Kuglin and Hines [22] separated phase from magnitude in
the Fourier domain of the correlation matrix, and by using
only the phase component of the transform enhanced the cor-
relation peak and made the process more robust. Reddy and
Chatterji [35] extended the phase correlation idea of Kuglin and
Hines to registration of images with translational, rotational,
and scaling differences. Methods that register images with more
complex transformation functions have been proposed also.
Flusser and Suk [12] developed a method for registering images
by the affine transformation, Goshtasby [14] and Arévalo and
González [3] used a combination of affine transformations, and
Goshtasby [15] used surface splines to register images with
nonlinear geometric differences.

Image registration methods can be categorized into intensity-
and feature-based methods. Intensity-based methods use raw
pixel intensities to register images. Feature-based methods,
on the other hand, first process image intensities to identify
unique landmarks or control points in images and then use
corresponding control points in the images to register them.
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Fig. 1. (a) Front view of a six-camera system. (b) Overlapping images
simultaneously captured by the cameras.

Excellent reviews of image registration methods are provided
in [6], [17], [45], and [46]. Our method is feature-based
and uses corresponding control points in images to regis-
ter them.

Image mosaicking also has a long history. Earlier methods
found the best seam between overlapping images, so that the
images could be cut at the seam and pasted together to create a
seamless mosaic [10], [21], [26], [27], [39]. When the camera
parameters are known, the images can be standardized geo-
metrically and radiometrically to create high-quality mosaics.
When the camera parameters are not known, elaborate methods
are needed to align overlapping images and seamlessly combine
their intensities. Such methods typically convert the coordinate
spaces of all images to that of one of the images through image
registration. Then, from the correspondence between pixels in
overlapping images, the intensities of the images are converted
to those of one of the images to minimize the intensity dif-
ference between the overlapping images. The intensities of
the registered images are then combined to create seamless
mosaics.

Methods for creating mosaics from a sequence of images
obtained by a moving camera [7], [20], [32], [33], [36] and by
a camera rotating about an axis [25], [28], [40] have been de-
veloped. Two-stage algorithms that first align the images locally
and then correct for registration errors through global alignment
have been proposed [9], [24], [40]. Successful mosaicking of
a large number of overlapping images using control points
has been reported [7], [20]. Szeliski [43] has reviewed and
classified existing mosaicking methods. Although the focus of
past mosaicking methods has not been on precision registration
of the images, the main focus of this paper will be on identifying
ways to register the images as accurately as possible. A method
to avoid registration failure and improve registration reliability
is also described.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS

Overlapping images are captured by an array of cameras,
as shown in Fig. 1(a). A triggering mechanism synchronizes
the cameras so that they all capture the images simultaneously
[Fig. 1(b)] at a rate of four frames per second. The camera
rig, which is mounted on an unmanned aerial vehicle, takes
the images during a flight. We would like to combine a set of
simultaneously captured images into a seamless mosaic.

The following are assumed: 1) All cameras are of the same
make and model; therefore, they all have the same optical
characteristics; 2) image distortion due to lens distortion does
not exist or is negligible; and 3) the cameras have the same
internal parameters. That is, the focal lengths and zoom levels

of all cameras are the same, and all pixels in the images are
square and are of the same size.

Deviations from these assumptions may exist when working
with two or more cameras. For instance, although efforts are
made to set all cameras to the same zoom level, small differ-
ences may exist in scales of overlapping images. Moreover, a
scene point may have different intensities in two images due
to a difference in the gains of the cameras and the presence
of image noise. We will therefore build into our mosaicking
system steps that will compensate for small deviations from
these assumptions.

Since the camera rig is relatively far from the scene and the
images are captured from the same viewpoint, scene elevation
will not play a role in the registration process. This is because
two cameras see the same scene points in their overlap area.
However, since images are obtained by cameras with slight
view-angle differences, adjacent images represent projections
of the scene onto two planes with a small orientation difference.
Geometric distortions due to lens nonlinearities in an image can
be corrected ahead of the time by a process known as image
decalibration [16]. Therefore, in the following discussions, we
assume that geometric distortions due to lens nonlinearities do
not exist or are negligible in the images.

IV. APPROACH

Knowing that two overlapping images are related by the
projective transformation, we first determine the parameters of
the transformation using a number of corresponding control
points in the images. One of the images will be used as the base,
and the geometry of the second image will be transformed to
that of the base image. Assuming p = (x, y) represents a point
in the base image and P = (X,Y ) represents the same point in
the image overlapping the base image, the relation between cor-
responding points in the images in the homogeneous coordinate
system can be written as
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The 3 × 3 matrix with eight parameters in (1) is the projective
transformation with components shown in (2) and (3). Having
the coordinates of four corresponding points in the images, the
eight unknown parameters a−h of the transformation can be
determined by substituting the coordinates of the four corre-
sponding points into (2) and (3) and solving the obtained system
of eight linear equations.

Images adjacent to the base image can be registered to the
base image by the projective transformation. Since the images
adjacent to the base image after registration will be in the
coordinate space of the base image, the images can be combined
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into a mosaic. We have chosen camera 2 as the base camera
because its view angle has been closer to the nadir view than the
view angles of other cameras. This choice will create mosaics
with the least distortion when compared to a map.

A. Control Point Selection

The determination of the parameters of a projective trans-
formation for registration of two overlapping images requires
a minimum of four corresponding points in the images. We
first select a number of control points in each image and then
determine the correspondence between them.

Various methods for detecting control points in an image
have been developed. Schmid et al. [37] have surveyed and
compared various point detectors, finding the Harris detector
[19] to be the most repeatable. A study [13] comparing ten
different detectors has found that the repeatability of the Harris
corner detector and that of scale-invariant feature transform
(SIFT) detector [23], which finds blobs in an image, stand
out among others, with the Harris detector performing slightly
better than the SIFT detector.

Two adjacent cameras may have slightly different focal
lengths, zoom levels, gains, and view angles. When two images
are obtained at different focal lengths, one image will be blurred
with respect to the other. When two cameras have different
zoom levels, the obtained images will have different scales.
When the gains of two cameras are different, the obtained
images will have intensity differences. When the images are
captured by cameras with different view angles, the images will
have projective differences.

To detect control points that are stable under small differ-
ences in gain, zoom level, and view angle of the cameras, we
choose the Harris detector [19] because of its high repeatability
[13], [37] under radiometric and geometric changes. We choose
the Harris detector over the SIFT detector [23] also because
of the abundance of corners compared to blobs in urban scene
images. To ensure that the same control points are obtained in
images from cameras with slightly different focal lengths, we
find control points at three different resolutions and keep only
those that persist across the three resolutions.

To create three resolutions of an image, the image is
smoothed with Gaussians of standard deviations σ − Δσ, σ,
and σ + Δσ. A control point detected at resolution σ is consid-
ered stable if it does not move by more than 2Δσ at resolutions
σ − Δσ and σ + Δσ. Bergholm [4] has shown that most pixels
in an image move less than a pixel when the standard deviation
of the Gaussian smoother is changed by half a pixel. If a
control point moves by more than a pixel when changing image
resolution by half a pixel, the control point is discarded; oth-
erwise, it is kept. Digital error and random noise can displace
control points in images. This multiresolution processing limits
the positional displacement of a control point under a slight
change in resolution to a pixel, which can still be large when
considering precision registration of very large images. Among
all the obtained correspondences, we will show how to identify
the most accurate ones using the projective constraint.

An example of control points detected by the multiresolution
Harris detector is shown in Fig. 2. Image Fig. 2(a) depicts the

control points detected by the original Harris detector [19],
while image Fig. 2(b) shows the control points obtained by
the multiresolution Harris detector as outlined earlier. Those
Harris points that do not displace by more than a pixel as the
standard deviation of the Gaussian smoother is increased from
1.5 to 2 pixels and decreased from 1.5 to 1 pixel are kept, and
the remaining points are discarded. The lower right quadrants of
Fig. 2(a) and (b) are shown again in Fig. 2(c) and (d) for a closer
comparison of the original Harris points and the multiresolution
Harris points.

Since only four accurate correspondences are sufficient to
register overlapping images by the projective transformation,
there is no need to detect thousands or even hundreds of control
points in the images. About 50 to 100 control points are suffi-
cient to register the images. We will therefore enter into a list
the control points detected in an image in the descending order
of their strengths, as determined by the Harris detector [19] at
resolution σ, and select the top 50 to 100 control points that are
widely dispersed over the image domain. It is anticipated that,
from among the 50 to 100 control points, about a dozen or two
will fall in the overlap area between adjacent images. Once a
control point is selected, all control points below it in the list,
which are within a distance threshold of it, are removed from
the list. For the images used in this paper, a distance threshold
equal to 1/64 of the diagonal length of the image was used to
locate between 50 and 100 widely dispersed control points in
an image.

B. Control Point Correspondence

The problem of finding the correspondence between two sets
of points is known as point pattern matching and has been
studied extensively. The process involves removing outliers
and determining the transformation that relates the inliers.
RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) [11], clustering [42],
and coherence matching [18] are some of the widely used
techniques. RANSAC uses a distance tolerance to find corre-
spondence between two point sets under a given transformation
function. If the tolerance is too low, the process may miss
finding the correspondences, and if the tolerance is too high,
some of the correspondences may be inaccurate or incorrect.
It is possible for RANSAC to find the correspondences at the
first try, depending on the random subsets chosen from the two
sets. Therefore, it has a very low lower bound computational
complexity. However, it may not find the correspondences
until after a very large number of tries; thus, its upper bound
computational complexity is very high.

Coherence matching is similar to RANSAC except that,
instead of taking random points from the two sets, the points
are selected in a structured manner to reduce the number
of four-point combinations needed to find the transformation
parameters. To match two point sets that are related by the
projective transformation, the convex hulls or the minimum-
spanning trees (MSTs) [34] of the point sets are obtained,
and points representing disjoint edge pairs in the convex hull
or the MST of each set are used to find the transformation
parameters. If the two sets contain M and N points, the number
of possible combinations of convex hull or MST edge pairs is
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Fig. 2. (a) One thousand three hundred ninety-five Harris points detected in an aerial image when σ = 1.5 pixels. (b) Two hundred ninety-eight multiresolution
Harris points found in the same image when σ = 1, 1.5, and 2 pixels. (c)–(d) Lower right quadrants of (a) and (b), respectively.

on the order of M2N2. This is considerably lower than the
number of possible four-point combinations taken from the
two point sets, which is on order of M4N4. The coherence
matching algorithm can therefore find the correspondences
much faster than RANSAC. Although rare, there is a possibility
that, depending on the positioning of outliers with respect to
inliers in the two point sets, there will not be sufficient common
edge pairs in the convex hulls or the MSTs of the two point
sets to find the correspondences. In such rare cases, the corre-
spondences may be found using the four-point combinations by
RANSAC.

Clustering has a fixed computational complexity. It requires a
sufficient number of four-point combinations from the two sets
to produce robust clusters in the parameter space. Here, also by
selecting the points in a more structured manner, the clusters
can be formed more quickly.

In this paper, we choose coherence matching using MST
edges to find the correspondence between control points in
overlapping images. More specifically, we 1) find MST edges

of control points in each image; 2) match four points rep-
resenting two disjoint MST edges in one image with four
points representing two disjoint MST edges in another image,
determining the eight unknown parameters of the projective
transformation; 3) find the number of other control points that
also match with the obtained transformation; and 4) determine
the transformation that matches the most control points in the
two images. In step 3), points (X,Y ) and (x, y) in two images
are considered corresponding if

‖(X,Y ) − (fx(x, y), fy(x, y)‖ < ε (4)

where fx and fy are the components of the projective transfor-
mation given by (2) and (3), and ε is a small distance tolerance.
When ε = 1 pixel, all corresponding control points will fall
within a pixel of each other after the images are registered by
the obtained transformation.

We further reduce computation time in coherence matching
as follows: 1) by using only the long MST edges (for example,
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Fig. 3. (a)–(b) Images captured by cameras 2 and 0, respectively. (c) Intensities of the image from camera 0 are modified so that the histogram calculated for the
area overlapping the image from camera 2 becomes similar to the histogram of the image from camera 2 calculated for the same overlap area.

using the longest 30 edges); 2) by carrying out matching of
edge pairs from the two images if the ratio of the shorter edge
over the longer one is greater than a prespecified value (such as
0.25); 3) by using edge pairs in images that have similar angles
between them (for example, their difference being less than
10◦); 4) by using edges with similar orientations (for instance,
being within 10◦ of each other); and 5) by stopping the process
when, by matching a pair of MST edges in two images, more
than half of the control points in the images match.

The projective transformation obtained in this manner will
resample an image overlapping the base image to the coordinate
space of the base image. Since the images may have been
obtained by cameras with slightly different gains, the images
may show different intensities in their overlap area. In order to
combine the registered images seamlessly, the intensities of an
image overlapping the base image should be transformed to that
of the base image. This is achieved by histogram modification
[30], converting the intensities of the image overlapping the
base image so that its histogram in the overlap area becomes
similar to that of the base image. An example of intensity map-
ping by histogram modification is shown in Fig. 3. Two over-
lapping images are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), and Fig. 3(b),
after histogram modification, is shown in Fig. 3(c). Fig. 3(a)
and (c) now have similar intensities in their overlap area and,
when combined, will produce a seamless mosaic.

C. Projective Constraint

The control points detected by the Harris detector [19] have
discrete coordinates. Through interpolation of measures pro-
duced by the detector, the coordinates of the control points are
determined with subpixel accuracy. Methods that use centers
of gravity of regions also produce control points with subpixel
positional accuracy [14], [38]. Due to the presence of noise,
some control points displace even when their positions are
determined with subpixel accuracy. As a result, some corre-
sponding points will match more accurately than others. We
would like to develop a methodology that can distinguish more
accurate correspondences from the less accurate ones.

Using all the corresponding control points in the images to
register the images by the least squares method will not produce
as accurate a registration than when using a smaller number
but more accurate correspondences. This is demonstrated in
a simple example in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) is transformed by a
known projective transformation to obtain Fig. 4(b). Therefore,
the coordinates of exact correspondences in the images are
known. The control points detected by the Harris detector [19]
and the correspondences determined by coherence matching
[17] are depicted within the images in Fig. 4(a) and (b).
All correspondences are visually verified to be correct. If the
images are registered using all the correspondences by the
least squares method, a root-mean-squared intensity difference
(RMSID) between registered images is 5.821, while RMSID
between images registered using the best four correspondences
obtained by the projective constraint is 5.674. The difference
between the two is small, because most areas in the images
are either homogeneous or gradually varying in intensities and
also because the images do not contain noise. Nevertheless,
the registration result obtained using the projective constraint
is better than that obtained without it. Fig. 4(c) and (d) shows
the absolute intensity difference of corresponding pixels in the
registered images without and with the projective constraint,
respectively.

A second example using images of an urban scene is given
in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the overlap area between the
images from cameras 1 and 2 taken simultaneously. The point
correspondences are also shown in these images. Again, the
correspondences were visually verified to be correct. Regis-
tration result by the least squares method using all correspon-
dences produced RMSID that is equal to 14.036. The RMSID
obtained using the best four correspondences identified by
the projective constraint was 9.996. The subtracted registered
images using all the correspondences and the best four corre-
spondences are shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d), respectively. The
difference between the two methods using these real images
is significant. The difference between the least squares method
using all correspondences and the four best correspondences
without least squares varies from image to image, but in the
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Fig. 4. (a)–(b) Two synthetically generated images with a known projective transformation. The corresponding control points in the images are also shown.
These images do not contain noise and do not have local geometric differences. (c) Registration of the images using all control points and the least squares
method. (d) Registration of the images using the four correspondences best satisfying the projective constraint. Shown are the absolute intensity differences of the
corresponding pixels in the registered images. Registration results are close, although the one produced by the proposed method is slightly better.

images tested in this paper, the projective constraint consis-
tently produced more accurate registration results than the least
squares without projective constraint.

Some image properties do not change under projective trans-
formation [29]. For instance, straight lines in one image map
to straight lines in another image. Certain algebraic measures
defined in terms of the cross-ratio of four colinear points, five
coplanar points, and two lines and two points have been found
to remain invariant under projective transformation [8]. Since
we have corresponding points in two image planes, we will
use the invariant of five coplanar points to distinguish accurate
correspondences from inaccurate ones.

The five coplanar projective invariant is defined as follows
[8]. Given points {(xi, yi) : i = 1, . . . , 5} in an image, the
following two algebraic measures:

I1(x, y) =
det[m431] det[m521]
det[m421] det[m531]

(5)

I2(x, y) =
det[m421] det[m532]
det[m432] det[m521]

(6)

where

det[m123] =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x1 x2 x3

y1 y2 y3

1 1 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(7)

remain invariant under the projective transformation [8]. There-
fore, if images with coordinates (x, y) and (X,Y ) are related
by the projective transformation and control point (Xi, Yi)
corresponds to control point (xi, yi) for i = 1, . . . , 5, then,
by replacing (xi, yi) with (Xi, Yi) in (5)–(7), we will ob-
tain I1(x, y) = I1(X,Y ) and I2(x, y) = I2(X,Y ). If measures
(I1, I2) from two images are not exactly the same, the smaller
their distance

D=
√

[I1(x, y)−I1(X,Y )]2+ [I2(x, y)−I2(X,Y )]2 (8)

is, the higher the accuracy of the five correspondences will
be. Note that, by using the five points in different order, other
invariants will be obtained. Since our objective is to reject
the inaccurate correspondences, I1 and I2 calculated with any
ordering of the five points can tell whether the five points under
consideration in the images correspond to each other or not.
The likelihood that five points that do not correspond to each
other displace accidentally by the right amounts in the images
to satisfy the projective constraint is extremely rare. Therefore,
the smaller the value for D in (8), the more accurate the five
correspondences are expected to be.

Assuming that n corresponding control points are produced
by coherence matching, distance D in (8) is calculated for
the combinations of five corresponding control points out of
n, and the combination producing the smallest distance is
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Fig. 5. (a)–(b) Two simultaneously captured images of an urban scene representing the overlap area between images from cameras 1 and 2. These images
contain noise and have small local geometric differences due to a slight view-angle difference between the cameras. Registration of the images (c) using all the
correspondences and (d) using the best four correspondences. Shown are the absolute intensity differences of the corresponding pixels in the registered images.
Registration results by the two methods are visibly different.

chosen as the best combination. Since only four correspon-
dences are sufficient to determine the parameters of the pro-
jective transformation, among the five correspondences, the
four producing the smallest RMSID are used to register the
images.

D. Robust Registration

Registration accuracy depends on image content. As the
camera rig moves, contents of images change, changing the
registration accuracy. Knowing that the cameras are fixed with
respect to each other and parameters such as focal lengths
and zoom levels of the cameras do not change during image
acquisition, once the transformations to register a set of images
are obtained, they can be used to register other image sets
captured by the camera rig.

Because registration accuracy depends on image content,
rather than finding the transformations from only one set of
images, different image sets are used to find the best set of
transformations for the registration of the images. The quality
of registration is measured using the RMSID between overlap-
ping images after intensity standardization, as shown in Fig. 3.

Finding the transformation parameters using more than one set
of images also makes the mosaicking process more reliable.
When more than one set of images is used, even when the
registration of some sets fails, there will be registration of some
sets that succeed, and among the successful registrations, the
parameters of the one that produces the smallest RMSID are
chosen to register all image sets.

In this paper, 4096 image sets sequentially captured by a six-
camera rig were used. Transformations for the registration of
overlapping images were determined using ten image sets that
were uniformly spaced within the 4096 sequence. Sets 400i
were chosen by changing i from one to ten. The mosaicking
process involves five registration steps: 1) registering the image
from camera 1 to the image from camera 3 to create mosaic A;
2) registering the image from camera 5 to mosaic A to create
new mosaic B; 3) registering the image from camera 0 to the
image from camera 2 to create mosaic C; 4) registering the
image from camera 4 to mosaic C to create new mosaic D; and
5) registering mosaic B to mosaic D to create the final mosaic.
The mosaicking process is shown in Fig. 6.

The use of multiple image sets to determine the best trans-
formation parameters will not only improve the mosaicking
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Fig. 6. (a)–(f) Images simultaneously captured by cameras 5, 3, 1, 4, 2, and 0, respectively, using the camera rig shown in Fig. 1. These images are of size 4008 ×
2760 pixels. (g) Registering and mosaicking images 1, 3, and 5. (h) Registering and mosaicking images 0, 2, and 4. (i) Registering and mosaicking images (g) and
(h). (j) Largest rectangular area contained in image (i). This is the final mosaicking result. (k)–(l) Two more mosaicking examples created using two other sets of
images showing different scenes. The created mosaics are of size 7646 × 6628 pixels.

accuracy but will also improve the mosaicking reliability.
Depending on the scene content, it may not always be possible
to find a sufficient number of common control points in over-
lapping images to register them or to register them accurately.
Repeating registration using images that contain different
scenes will make it possible to find transformations that register
overlapping images more accurately. As the number of image
sets increases, the likelihood that registration of all image sets
fails decreases exponentially. If there is only a 50% chance that
the registration of a set of images succeeds, when the process

is repeated on ten image sets, the success rate will increase to
100(1 − (0.5)10)%, which is better than 99.9%.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A mosaicking example is shown in Fig. 6. First, images (a)
and (c) are registered to image (b) to create mosaic (g). Then,
images (d) and (f) are registered to image (e) to create mosaic
(h). Finally, mosaic (g) is registered to mosaic (h) to create
the overall mosaic (i). The largest rectangular area within the
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Fig. 7. Use of cross-ratio invariance in determining the geometric fidelity of
a created mosaic compared to a Google map.

obtained mosaic as shown by (j) is used as the final result. Two
more mosaicking examples of different scenes are shown in (k)
and (l).

Ten sets of images were used to determine the transformation
parameters that relate the coordinates of all images to those of
the base image. Among the ten sets, failure was reported in
one set due to an insufficient number of accurate corresponding
control points in the overlap area between two of the images.
From among the nine remaining sets, the set of transformations
producing the smallest RMSID was chosen to register all
4096 image sets.

The determination of the transformation functions that reg-
ister six overlapping images, each of size 4008 × 2760 pixels,
takes about 15 min on a 3.2-GHz computer. After all transfor-
mations are found, mosaicking of each image set takes about
30 s on the same computer.

The geometric fidelity of the created mosaics was evaluated
using Google maps as the gold standard. Since the images
available to this paper were obtained at off-nadir views and
Google maps represent the nadir view of the ground, rather
than comparing actual distances between the mosaics and the
Google maps, the cross-ratio of distances on straight lines [29]
was used. A created mosaic has a correct image geometry if the
same cross-ratio is obtained for four corresponding points on
corresponding lines in the mosaic and in a map of the area.

The concept of cross-ratio invariance is shown in Fig. 7. If
two images of a flat area are obtained from different views, the
following cross-ratio of distances remains invariant between the
images [8]:

CR =
12 × 34
13 × 24

(9)

where ab denotes the distance between points a and b in an
image.

To determine the geometric fidelity of a created mosaic, a
line is drawn in the Google map, and four ground points lying
on the line are identified. The same points are identified in the
mosaic. From four points in the map and three of the points
in the mosaic, the location of the fourth point in the mosaic
is calculated using the cross-ratio invariance given by (9). The
distance between the estimated fourth point to the actual fourth
point in the mosaic is used to quantify error between the map
and the mosaic. Ten mosaics representing different scenes were

used, and ten lines were drawn in each mosaic, making sure
that the area inside where a line is drawn is flat and the selected
points lie on the ground. The average distance between the
estimated and actual points was found to be about three pixels,
while the standard deviation of the distances was about one
pixel. Error was noticed to increase away from the base image
and toward mosaic borders. Errors as high as seven pixels were
observed between the created mosaics and the corresponding
Google maps.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The design of a computational method for creating image
mosaics from multicamera images has been described. The
primary focus of the design was on the precision registration
of the images. Although subpixel accuracy was achieved in the
registration of image pairs, it was not possible to achieve similar
accuracy when creating image mosaics.

When a mosaic of a large area is created and the images
represent off-nadir views of the area, the created mosaic will
represent the projection of the globe to a plane that is not
horizontal. Such a mosaic will be geometrically distorted with
respect to a map that represents the projection of the globe to a
horizontal plane. To improve the geometric fidelity of a mosaic,
each image should be first orthorectified to appear as if obtained
from the nadir view. This, however, requires information about
the view angles of the cameras and a digital elevation model of
the area, which were not available to this study.

Due to the limited resolution and/or field of view of digital
cameras, an aerial image covers only a limited area on the
ground. To increase the area of coverage of an image without
reducing its resolution, overlapping images may be obtained
and pieced together to create a larger image. This paper has
concluded that, if information about camera and scene parame-
ters is not available, although seamless mosaics can be created,
which are useful for viewing and image analysis, the geometric
fidelity of the mosaics will not be high enough to be used as
maps. Information about the location of the camera rig with
respect to the scene and a digital elevation model of the scene
are needed to produce map-quality mosaics.
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